R100 - Rear Cover
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1. Make sure the VLS is powered OFF and unplugged.

2. Remove the 2 screws from the underside of the Rear Cover.

3. Lift the cover up and off of the machine. Store in a safe place.

4. Installation is opposite of removal.
R500 - Laser
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Note: Handle the laser with care. Do not bump or jar it.

1. Make sure the VersaLASER is powered OFF and unplugged.
2. Remove the Rear Cover.

3. Unplug the white electrical connector (1), from the Laser, by squeezing its locking tabs and pulling it to the left. Remove the 2 screws (2) that attach the Laser to the frame.

4. Rotate the laser, a few degrees, from the bottom and lift it up and off the mounts. Store the laser in a safe place.

5. Installation is opposite of removal.